Persistent benign paroxysmal positional vertigo: our experience and proposal for an alternative treatment.
Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is the most common cause of vertigo. Despite the great efficacy of canalith repositioning procedures (CRPs), BPPV may persist (PBPPV). The aim of the study was to evaluate whether a prolonged and self-assessed temporal bone vibration (TBV) could change the outcome of PBPPV after 12 months of repeated treatments, in order to avoid further invasive and/or drug therapies. This evaluation was also conducted with respect to the entire BPPV population treated with CRPs. Seventy-two patients affected by PBPPV were enrolled in the study: 51 and 21 of them suffering from posterior semicircular canal (PSC) and lateral semicircular canal (LSC), respectively. PBPPV patients underwent a twice-a-day self-assessed TBV, using a common low-intensity massaging cushion. Patients were re-tested 1 week later and they were considered free from disease as the results of the positioning tests continued to be negative after 1 month. 70.6 % of PSC PBPPV and 61.9 % of LSC PBPPV patients had positive and statistically significant (P < 0.01) outcomes not biased by "age" and "gender" variables. The recurrence rate of BPPV (RBPPV) was also studied in the BPPV and PBPPV groups after a 12/24-month follow-up and any statistically significant result was found in multiple regression analysis between nuisance variables and RBPPV patients previously treated by CRPs or TBV. The present study suggests that the self-assessed and prolonged TBV could be an alternative treatment in patients affected by PBPPV otherwise addressed to undergo more invasive procedures and pharmacological treatment that are not completely side effects free.